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Abstract
Mobile phones are a lifeline for those in immigration detention. But if the government has its way, this
thread will soon be cut. A proposed bill would allow the minister to deem mobile phones and other
internet-capable devices "prohibited items". It would also grant staff new powers to search detainees
without a warrant and allow strip searches and detector dogs within the centres.
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Mobile phones are a lifeline for those in immigration detention. But if the government has its way,
this thread will soon be cut.
A proposed bill would allow the minister to deem mobile phones and other internet-capable devices
“prohibited items”. It would also grant staff new powers to search detainees without a warrant and
allow strip searches and detector dogs within the centres.
Detainees’ friends and family members would also be targeted via expanded powers to screen and
search visitors.
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The bill is expected to be voted on in parliament this week. The crucial vote will likely be in the
Senate, where the government is trying to sway key vote Jacqui Lambie to its side.

Katharine Murphy
@murpharoo

With Labor voting against the prohibition of items like mobile
phones in immigration detention, @JacquiLambie is now the
critical vote in the Senate. @Stirling_G and @Senator_Patrick
are opposed theguardian.com/australia-news… #auspol

Victoria records 70 cases and five deaths while Senate passes jobkeeper 2…
Daniel Andrews to reveal roadmap for easing restrictions on Sunday and
NSW reports 13 new cases. This blog is now closed
theguardian.com
10:23 AM · Sep 1, 2020
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The purported purpose of the bill is

to ensure that the department can provide a safe and secure environment for staff, detainees
and visitors in an immigration detention facility.

The government claims some detainees are using mobile devices to organise criminal activities, and
intimidate staff and other detainees.
Yet, the greatest risk to detainees and their loved ones comes not from mobile phones, but from the
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isolation and trauma of our immigration detention system.
A 2019 report by the Australian Human Rights Commission found only a minority of detainees use
mobile phones inappropriately. In contrast, rates of self-harm in Australia’s immigration detention
system are 200 times higher than in the Australian community.
This bill would only make things worse.

For asylum seekers in indefinite detention in hotels like this one in Melbourne, mobile phones can be a lifeline. Michael
Dodge/AAP

The current situation in detention
In theory, immigration detention in Australia is not meant to be punitive. Yet, my research shows the
logic of “deterrence” infuses all aspects of detention centre life.
Detainees are subject to constant surveillance and frequent room checks. Dorm-style sleeping
arrangements afford minimal privacy. Recreational activities are limited and regular changes to
internal rules breed instability.
The excessive use of force is also a concern. Just this month, the Commonwealth ombudsman
cautioned,

there appears to be an increasing tendency across the immigration detention network for
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force to be used to resolve conflict or non-compliant behaviour as the first rather than last
choice.

Detainees are rarely permitted to leave their places of detention. Some detainees — including refugees
brought to Australia from Papua New Guinea or Nauru for emergency medical care under the nowrepealed Medevac law — have been in detention for over seven years.

Read more: The evidence is clear: the medevac law saves lives. But even this isn't
enough to alleviate refugee suffering

Existing barriers to maintaining relationships
In this context, connections with friends, family members, medical professionals and legal
representatives are vital. But maintaining communications is far from easy.
Where spontaneous visits were once permitted, loved ones must now apply to visit detention at least
one week in advance. Longer application times apply for group visits. The online application is
prohibitively complicated for those with poor digital literacy or limited English-language capabilities.
At times, visiting room capacity limits cause applications to be rejected, meaning detainees can go
weeks without seeing loved ones. During COVID-19, visits have been cancelled altogether.

Read more: 'People are crying and begging': the human cost of forced relocations in
immigration detention

When applications are approved, visitors must submit to screening, x-rays and drug scanning.
There are also strict rules on the admission of food and gifts. Where visitors could once bring items
like birthday cakes, fresh fruit, children’s toys and board games to their visits to create a warmer
atmosphere, these items are now banned or require special approval. Guards supervise all
interactions.
The regular relocation of detainees between detention facilities also compounds their feelings of
isolation. Forced transfers — including those currently underway as part of the reopening of the
Christmas Island immigration detention centre — further separate detainees from their loved ones,
with devastating consequences.
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The recently reopened immigration detention centre at Christmas Island. Richard Wainwright/AAP

The importance of mobile phones
Mobile phones are an imperfect solution to these challenges. They help detainees maintain their
relationships and mental health when other lines of communication are severed.
Sometimes, they are the only way detainees can speak to their children or families.
Mobile phones serve myriad functions for detainees, including allowing them to
communicate with loved ones within and beyond Australia
coordinate visit times with local supporters
correspond with legal professionals, including via email
learn English and translate documents or conversations
access personal photographs
access medical advice
view entertainment, including movies and exercise videos
read news from Australia and abroad
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document abuses or safety concerns within the centres and
have a voice and a face in the public sphere.
As the case of the Tamil family from Biloela exemplifies, mobile phones can be the difference between
deportation and access to justice.
Last year, when the authorities attempted a late night deportation of the family, they used their phone
to contact supporters and journalists, who in turn alerted their lawyer. An emergency injunction was
subsequently granted and their plane turned back mid-flight.
Banning mobile phones would rob detainees of many of the strategies they use to survive and access
justice. It would also punish detainees’ children, partners, parents and friends.
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HometoBilo
@HometoBilo

One year ago today, Peter Dutton tried to force QLD-born
Kopika and Tharnicaa, and their Mum and Dad, Priya and
Nades, from Australia to danger. When the Federal Court
ordered the plane to land, instead of bringing them home to
Biloela, he sent them to Christmas Island.
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The senselessness of the bill
Beyond the mobile phone ban itself, granting new screening and search powers would add to the
trauma of detention spaces. These are already environments in which excessive force is used.
Allowing strip searches and the use of detector dogs would only increase the potential for abuse.
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Australia’s immigration detention facilities are highly securitised places. Where there are reasonable
grounds to suspect criminal activity, the police already have power to search the facilities. Granting
centre staff power to perform invasive searches is neither necessary nor appropriate.
The proposed bill would not make detention centres safer. It would increase the cruelty of an already
cruel system.

Read more: Refugees need protection from coronavirus too, and must be released
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